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A theory of scattering for the time dependent evolution equations 
dujdt = iH,(t)u, j = 0,l (*I 
is developed. The wave operators are defined in terms of the evolution operators 
Uj(t, s), which govern (*). The scattering operator remains unitary. Sufficient 
conditions for existence and completeness of the wave operators are obtained; 
these are the main results. General properties, such as the chain rule and 
various intertwining relations, are also established. Applications include poten- 
tial scattering (H,(t) = -4, A denoting the Laplacian, and H,(t) = - A+q(t, .)) 
and scattering for second-order differential operators with coefficients constant 
in the spatial variable (Hj(t) = x”,,,=, a$t)(ae/ax,,, ax,) + b,(t) for j = 0, 1). 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The scattering problems in classical and quantum mechanics are formulated 
mathematically as follows. The states of the system are described by vectors in 
a complex Hilbert space Z’. Specifically, there is a (C,) group of unitary 
operators (see [6, 7, 10, 181) U, = { Ur(t): t E R = (-co, co)} which governs 
the evolution of the system in time, under the influence of a scattering center. 
If the scattering center is removed, the “free” state of the system is described 
by a different unitary group U,, = (U,,(t): t E Ii). From the wave operators, 
defined by 
we learn of the asymptotic behavior of the groups (see [3], [IO]). Pj is the 
orthogonal projection of H onto AYE , the subspace of absolute continuity for 
Hi , iHj being the skew adjoint generator of the group Uj for i = 0, 1 (see 
[6, 101). 
If w+(H, , H,) exists, it is a partial isometry with initial set A0 and final 
set contained in A1 (see [lo]). 
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The scattering operator is then defined by 
w4 > KJ = w+ *(Hl 1 f&l) 44 , f4l). 
In the physical applications it is important that S(H, , H,), when viewed 
as an operator in B(JM& is unitary. (B&M,, , J%‘~) is the set of all bounded 
linear operators from JZu to dl; B(JZ,) = B(&, , MO)). Since surjective 
isometries are unitary (see [6]) and the composition of unitary operators is 
unitary, the scattering operator will be unitary if w+(H, , H,) E B(&,, , JY1) 
are surjections. 
The wave operator w*(H, , H,) is said to be complete if its final set is (all 
of) Jzl . 
So, one of the main problems of mathematical scattering theory is that of 
determining whether the wave operators exist and are complete. 
We have generalized the theory to the case where the generators of the 
groups are themselves functions of time. Our approach presupposes condi- 
tions (Al) and (A2) (see [6-l], 181). 
CONDITION Al. For each t E R and j E (0, l}, Hi(t) is a selfadjoint operator 
in the complex Hilbert space 2, with subspace of absolute continuity AI* inde- 
pendent of t. Furthermore, we assume the existence of the evolution operator 
Uj = { Ui(t, s): t, s E R} determined by iHj( .). 
One obtains the evolution operator Uj as follows. For 
s=x,<x,<~*-<x,=t, xk-l < yk < xk , 
and 
A = max{x, - x,-,}, 1 <k<n, 
Uj(t, s) = stro;slim exp{i(t - x,& Hj(y,J} ... exp(i(x, - s) H,(yl)] 
Uj(s, t) = stro;%lim exp{-i(x, - s) H,(yl)} 1.. exp{-i(t - x,J Hj(yol)} 
+ 
(Roughly speaking, the evolution operator Uj governs the initial value problem 
dujdt = iH,(t) u, 44 =f; 
the solution being u(t) = Uj(t, u) f. For hypotheses guaranteeing the existence 
of Uj(t, s) in the above sense, see [5], [8], [9], [II].) 
One has Uj(t, s)-1 = Uj(s, t) = Uj(t, s)* for every t, s E R, where * 
denotes the Hilbert space adjoint, and Ui(t, s) has the usual properties, 
including Ui(t, t) = I and the Chapman-Kolmogorov property 
U&, s) = uj(t, Y) Uj(Y, s) for all t, Y, s E R. 
We shall refer to Uj = (Ui(t, s): t, s E R} as a unitary evolution operator. 
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DEFINITION 1. The wave operators are defined by 
W+(s; H,(e), H,(e)) = strong lim Ur(s, t) Uo(t, s) P, , 
t+*CC 
where s E R and Pi is the orthogonal projection of H onto Jj . 
When H,(t) = Hj independent of t, 
w+Jt; H,(.), Ho(.)) = ct(4 , f&J 
for all t E R. 
We shall refer to FV+(t; HI(.), Ho(.)) and w*(H, , H,,) as “temporally 
inhomogeneous” and “temporally homogeneous” wave operators, respectively. 
DEFINITION 2. fV+(t; HI(.), Ho(.)) is said to be complete provided it is a 
partial isometry with initial set .MO and final set A1 . 
CONDITION A2. There are self adjoint operators Hj( f Oo) having subspace 
of absolute continuity &fj for j = 0, I. In addition, w*(HI( f co), H,,( f 00)) and 
w*(H,,( &tco), HI( &CCI)) are assumed to exist. 
Our main results give sufficient conditions for the existence and complete- 
ness of the wave operators. The existence theorem stated below is the one 
used in the main applications. 
THEOREM A. Assume (Al) and (A2). If Hj(&t) - Hr(f~o) is bounded 
for t a suficiently large positive real number, and the convergence of 
I/ H,(+t) - Hj( &t)il to 0 as t -+ + co is su$icientZy rapid, then the wave 
operators W+(s; HI(.), Ho(.)) and kV*(s; H,,( .), HI(.)) exist and are complete. 
Theorem A is a special case of a more general theorem which allows 
Hi( *t) - Hj( km) to be unbounded for all t 3 0, but whose hypotheses 
are much harder to check. 
Precise statements of the existence theorems are given in Section 2. These 
are our main results. General properties of the wave operators (such as the 
chain rule and various intertwining relations) appear in Section 3. All proposi- 
tions and theorems stated in Sections 2 and 3 are proved in Section 4. Section 5 
is devoted to our main application of the theory, potential scattering: 
Z=L2(Rk), 1 < k < 3, Ho(t) = --d, d denoting the selfadjoint realization 
of the Laplacian in Rk, H,(t) = --d + q(t, .). Section 6 contains additional 
examples, including scattering for second-order differential operators with 
coefficients constant in the spatial variable: 
and 
2’ = L2(Rn) 
H,(t) = ,%, d%(t) a”/(aXm 3%) + b,(t) forj = 0, 1. 
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This example requires the use of our general existence theorem, since 
Theorem A is inapplicable. 
2. STATEMENTS OF EXISTENCE THEOREMS 
THEOREM 1. Assume (Al) and (A2). Suppose that for x > 0 suficiently _ 
large, Hj( ix) - Hj( i co) is bounded, j = 0, 1. In addition, suppose there is a 
function Y: R -+ [0, a) that is Riemann integrable on a neighborhood of *co, 
so that for x > 0 sr@iciently large and j = 0, 1 
II Hj(&x) - Hkt~)ll 6 Wtfx). 
Then the wave operators W+(t; Hl( .), H,( .)) and W*(t; H,,( .), HJ .)) exist and 
are complete for each t E R. Furthermore, for each t E R, 
;-&I Ui(t, Y) w*(Hj( f co), Hi( & co)) Ui(r, t) exists and equals 
W*(t; H,(v), Hi(.)), where the ordered pair (j, i) takes on the 
values (1,O) and (0, 1). 
(*) 
We shall refer to (*) as condition (Bl; t, j, i, -J-I). 
Under the assumption that W*(t; HI(.), H,,(.)) exists, (Bl; t, 1, 0, &) is 
equivalent to 
Theorem 1 is the precise version of Theorem A in the introduction; 
Theorem 1 is a special case of Theorem 2 below. 
Examples are constructed in Section 6 which show that Theorem 2 is, in 
fact, stronger. 
Theorem 2 will be stated in terms of the following hypotheses. B(A) 
denotes the domain of the operator A. 
CONDITION A3. We assume (Al), (A2). There is a dense subspace 9 of X 
with 9 C 9{Hi(t)} for aZZ t E [-co, + co] and j = 0, 1 so that 
Uj(t, s) (9) U Pj(5@) U exp{i-rHj( f a)} (9) C 9 
for t, s E R and j = 0, 1; andfor (j, i) = (1,0) and (0, l), 
4ffj(f~), f&(&~)) (93) Cg. 
Remark I. If B{Hi(t)} = 9 independent of t E [- CYJ, + co] and j = 0, 1, 
then (A3) holds. From [S], we have that Ui(t, s) (9) C9. The invariance of59 
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under exp{iH5( f a)> and w+(Hk( f co), H,( f co)) is proved in [IO]. Pj is a 
spectral projection for Hj( &CD) and so P,H,( &CYJ) C Hi( km) Pj , whence 
Pj(9) CL2 (again, see [IO]). 
CONDITION (A4; 1, 0, +). We assume (A3). For u ~9 fixed, there is 
a U,: [0, co) --f [0, co) which is Riemann integrable in a neighborhood of +KZ 
so that for each x 3 0 su.ciently large, 
(0)+llW&) - Hd+ ~0)) expWo(+ a>> v II d y&9 II u II 
for all 0 < 7 < x and all 
v E (Uo(a, 0) u: 0 < a < x} U { Uo(a, 0) P,u: 0 < a < x}, 
(11,. IlWdx) - HI( exp{i4(+~)1 v II G ~A4 II u II 
for all 7 < 0 and all 
v E {w+(K( + a), H,(+ 03)) U,(b, a) u: 0 d a d x G b) 
u (U,,(b, 0) P,,u: b > x}. 
Condition (A4; 1, 0, -) is defined similarly (see [16]). 
Conditions (A4; 1, 0, -j-) are in general difficult to verify. (We indicate in 
Section 6 how these conditions are simplified in the commutative case). 
Roughly speaking, they guarantee that for u E 9, Hj( *t) - Hi( 5~) -+ 0 
sufficiently rapidly and uniformly on a specified set of vectors in X, depending 
on u, as t -+ + co. A similar uniformity condition appears in [5, p. 1601. 
We now state our main existence theorem. 
THEOREM 2. Assume (A4; 1, 0, j-I) and (A4; 0, 1, j-). Then the conclusions 
of Theorem 1 are valid. 
3. PROPERTIES OF THE WAVE OPERATOR 
PROPOSITION 1. Assume (Al). For any t, s E R 
W*(t; HI(.), f&l(*)) = wt, s) w;(s; HI(.), 4(.)) Uo(s, t) 
or, equivalently, 
W& ff,(*h f&d-N wt, 4 = G(t, 4 Wds; HI(*), Ho(-)), 
the interpretation being that if W+(s; HI(*), Ho(.)) exists for any particular 
s E R, then W*(t; HI( .), Ho(.)) exists for all t E R, and the correspondence 
between the two is as stated above. 
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PROPOSITION 2. Assume (Al), (A2), and the existence of the wave op~ators, 
along with (Bl ; 1 , 0, -&). Then for each t E R, W*( t; II,( .), I&( *)) is a p~rtiul 
isometry with initial set &,, andJina1 set contaked in AX . Therefore, 
PROPOSITION 3 (Chain Rule). Assume (Al), (A2) for (Hs(.), HI(.)> and 
{W*), f&4.)); (Bl; 2, 1, A), (Bl; LO, &). Thenfor tE: R, 
wi(t; K?(-), q*>> W*(t; f&(*>, f&(.)) = w;:(t; f&(-)9 f&l(~)>. 
If the two wave operators on the left-hand side exist, then so does the wave 
op~ator on the right-hand side and e~~a$ity holds, 
PROPOSITION 4. Assume (Al), (A2) and the extitence of all wave operators 
zrnder co~iderati~, along with (Bl; 1, 0, &I) and (Bl; 0, 1, -J-). Then 
moreover, 4 both W*(t; I&(b), El,,{ e)) and B&--t; I&,( *), III(-)) exist, then both 
are complete. (Thus, when W*(t; II,(.), II,(.)) and W’k(t; I$(*), III(*)) are 
viewed as operators in &7(&,, , &Z1) and B&&Z1 , J%& respectively, both are 
unitary). 
Our scattering setup will not, in general, admit an invariance principle 
(see [16]). 
We conclude this section with two technical lemmas, upon which the 
proofs of Theorem 1 and 2 are based. For both, we assume only the following 
hypothesis: II(t) is a selfadjoint operator in S for all t E [--CO, +KI] and 
the evolution operators U(t, S) for iH(.) exist for all t, s E R (see (Al)). 
LEMMA I. For $xed u E +%?, suppose that exp(itH( -&co)> ZJ E ~(~(s)~ for 
all SE[-co, +a] and tER. au will denote a function: R -+ [0, a) that is 
Rikmann integrable on bounded intervals of R. 
(O), If ll{H(x) - H(+ co)] exp(kH(+oo)~ u I/ d h(x) for 0 < T d x, 
then 
I/ U(t, s) u - exp(i(t - s) II( +-a)> 21 II < jt+&)dr 
s 
for all 0 < s < t. 
(O)- If j(II(x) - H(- w)> exp(i?-f-l( - co)) Y /I d #%(x) for aR 7 >, 0 and 
x < 0, then 
ij U(t, s) u - exp(i(t - s) H(- co)) u j/ -G 1 t &(r) dr 
s 
fOY all s < t < 0. 
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for all 0 < s < t. 
(I)- Ifll{H(x) - H(-moo)} exp{iGY- co) 24 !I G &&)for dx G 7 < 0, 
then 
)I U(s, t) u - exp{-i(t - s) H(-c.0)) u II < St+,(r)dr 
s 
for all s < t 6 0. 
LEMMA 2. Let 4: R -+ [0, co) be a function which is Riemann integrable on 
bounded intervals of R. Suppose’ that for x 3 0, H( ix) - H( & co) is bounded 
and II H(34 - Wt~ll d d&4. Then 
(O)+ II u(t, s) - exp(i(t - s> H(+co)}ll < it+(r) dr 
s 
for all 0 < s < t, 
m- I/ u(t, s) - exp{i(t - s) H(- m))ll d /t$(r) dy 
s 
for all s < t < 0, 
(11, II W, 4 - expi--i(t - s> H(+m)>ll < /t4(r) dr s 
for all 0 < s < t, 
Cl)- II Ws, 4 - exp(--i(t - 4 W--))I1 < It+(r) dy s 
for all s < t < 0. 
4. PROOFS 
Before proving Lemma 1, we state 
LEMMA 0. Let A and B be selfadjoint operators in a complex Hilbert space 
X. Suppose u EC@(A) and exp{;(.) A} u: R-+9(B). Then for each t E R, 
// exp{itA} u - exp(itB} u [I < (U) jO”’ ll(B - A} exp{i(sgn t) yA} u /I dy , 
where sgn t = t/l t I for t # 0, sgn 0 = 0, and(U) J denotes the upper Riemann 
integral. 
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For a proof (see [5, Lemma 5.31. 
Proof of Lemma 1. Throughout the proof of this lemma, exp{isli(t)} will be 
denotedbyT(s;t)forallt~[-~,+co]ands~R.Fix-~<s<t<++. 
{x0 ,***, x,} will be a finite sequence so that s = x,, < x1 < ... < x, = t, and 
A will be the maximum of xj - xi-r , 1 <j < n. 
Case (Ok 
II up, s) u - T(t - s; fm) @ II 
= lii 11 T(t - xladl; t) *** T(x, - s; x1) u 
- T(t - x,-1; zlsm) *** T(x, - s; *co> u.Ij 
< lim sup f j/ T(t - x,-1; t) -*- T&+1 - xj; %+1) 
A-0 j=l 
0 { T(Xj - xj-1; Xj) - qxj - xj-1; It co)} 
0 T(xf-l - xi-,; *m> *** T(x, - s; I@) 24. /I , 
a telescoping series, which equals 
limsup 2 I1(T(xi - .- x, 1; Xj) - T(Xj - q-1; f co)} 0 T(x,-1 - s; f m) l.4 11 , 
A+0 j=l 
by the semigroup property for T(.; &CO) and the fact that each T(s; t) is an 
isometry. 
By Lemma 0, this last sum is less than or equal to 
lirn:fp z1 (U) h’-‘” ll{H(Xj) - H(fm)) qy; foo) wj-1 - s; 39) u II 4 
where we have used the semigroup property for T(*; &CO) and a change of 
variable r = y + xiel - s. 
In (O), 0 < s < xj-r < xj . Hence, 0 < x+-r - s < xj - s < xj . Thus, 
the integrand is < &(xj). 
In (O)- s < xi-r < xj < 0. Hence, all we can say is that 
o~xj~l-s~xj-s<+co. 
The integrand is again < &(xj). 
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In either case, we have that 
= 
s 
s t &(T) dr. 
Case (I)+ 
- T(s - x1; z&J) w&-l - t; Ik:oo) * II 
n-1 
< lim sup C 11 T(s - x,; S) *** T(Xjwl - xj; Xjel) (T(Xj - xj+l; Xj) 
A+0 j-0 
In (l), , 0 < xj < x~+~ < t; hence, the interval [t - x~+~ , t - XJ can be 
any subinterval of [0, CO). The integrand is < &(q). 
In Case (l)- , xi < x~+~ < t < 0; hence, the interval [t - x~+~ , t - jcil 
is contained in [0, -xJ, and the integrand is < &(xi). 
In either case, 
= It c&(r) dr. 
I 
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Proof of Lemma 2. We mimic the proof of Lemma 1 and notice that in 
this case 4 is independent of u ES. The details are omitted. 
Th e proofs of Propositions 1 through 4 are fairly straightforward and are, 
therefore, omitted (consult [16] for the proofs). 
Proof of Theorem 2. We shall first show that lV*(t; Hr( .), H,,( .)) exists for 
every t E R. In view of Proposition 1, it suffices to prove existence for t = 0. 
For convenience, we will write w and W in place of w+(H1( + co), H,( + co)) 
and W+(O; HI(.), Ha(.)), respectively. For exp{isHj(t)} we write Tj(s; t) for 
t~[-co, +co] and SER. 
For 0 < s < t < co, define 
Y(s; t) = U,(O, s) Tl(s - t; +a~) T&t - s; + co) U,,(s, 0) P,, 
Then Y(s) = strong lim,,,, Y(s; t) exists and equals U,(O, s) wU,,(s, 0). 
Let II E 9 (see A(3)). To see that (Y(s) u: s > 0} is Cauchy let 
Ofs<t<co.Then 
II Y(t) u - Y(s) u II 
= II wo, 4 U&, t> J-u4 4 Uo(s, 0) u 




h = II{ W, t> - T& - t; + ~0)) wUo(t, 0) u II 
h = llW,(t, 4 - To@ - s; +m)I &,(s, 0) u II . 
By (O), of (A4; 1, 0, +) and Lemma 1, h < si Yu(r) dr [I u II . By (l)+ of 
(A4; l,O, +) and Lemma 1, k <~“,Y~(r)drIIuIj. Thus 
11 Y(t) u - Y(s) u jl < 2 I” Y,(Y) dr /I u Ij ---f 0 as t>se+co. 
s 
Since the Y(t) are uniformly bounded and 9 is dense in X, (Y(t)),20 is 
strongly Cauchy. Let Y = strong lim,,,, Y(t). 
Define W(t) = U,(O, t) U&t, 0) P, for t 3 0. 
Claim. 11 W(t)u- Y(s;t)ulI-+O as t>s++cC for all uE%. 
To prove the claim, we first let u E 9. For 0 < s < t, 
II W(t) 24 - w; t> u II 
= II WO, 4 Ws, t> U&t, 4 uo(s, 0) f’ou - WO, 4 T,(s - t; +m) 0 
T,(t - s; +a) u&s, 0) Pou II <Y + z, 
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where 
and 
Again, by (O), of (A4; 1, 0, +) and Lemma 1, z < s: !J’Jr) dr I/ u II . By 
(l), of (A4; 1, 0, +) and Lemma 1, y < si ‘y,(r) dr II u II . 
Thus, 
II W(t) u - Y(s; t> u II < 2 1 t ul,(y) dr II u II - 0 .s 
as t 3 s + co. Since W(t) and Y(s; t) are uniformly bounded and 9 is dense 
in #, the proof of the claim is complete. 
Finally, we show that W = strong lim,,,, W(t) exists and equals Y. 
FixuEZandletE>O. 
Choose A so that for t 3 A, 
jl Yu - Y(t) u 11 < 43. 
Choose B 3 A so that for t > s > B, 
II W(t) 24 - Y(s; t) 21 /I < r/3. 
Choose C > B so that for t > C, 
Then for t > C, 
II Y(B) u - Y(B; t) u I/ < 43. 
II vt> u - yu II 
Thus, W’ = W,.(O; HI(.), H,,(.)) exists. 
Since the hypotheses are symmetric in the subscripts 0 and 1, 
W+(O; Ho(.), HI(.)> 1 a so exists. By Proposition 4, both are complete. 
Since 
(Bl; 1, 0, +) holds. By symmetry (Bl; 0, 1, +) holds. It follows easily that 
(Bl; t, 1, 0, +) and (Bl; t, 0, 1, +) hold for all t E R. 
The proof for W-(0; H,(e), I&(.)) is identical and will, therefore, be 
omitted. 
Proof of Theorem 1. Since Hj( ix) - Hj( & co) is bounded for x > 0 
sufficiently large, (A3) is unnecessary. Since 11 H,(&x) - H,(+co)ll is domi- 
409/47!1-10 
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nated by a function integrable on a neighborhood of f co, (A4; 1, 0, j-t> and 
(A4; 0, 1, i) hold. Hence, Theorem 1 is an immediate corollary of 
Theorem 2. 
It would be of interest to find a simple, direct proof of Theorem 1. 
5. POTENTIAL SCATTERING 
In this section, X = L2(Rk), k = 1, 2, or 3. The inner product will be 
denoted by 
and the norm by j/ . [Ia (11 f/la = (f, f)l’“). 9 is the Fourier transform on L2(A”) 
and M, the multiplication operator in L2(Rk) determined by 
P(x) = - ; xi2 for x = (x1 ,..., xk) E Rk; 
j=l 
i.e., [Mf] (x) = P(x)f(x) for fE 2, x E Rk (see [6]). The Laplacian d is 
9-lM9 and 9(d) = {f~#: 11 P(.) Pj(.)l12 < co}. (d may also be inter- 
preted in the sense of distributions (see [IS]) so that 
B(d) = {f E X: the distributional derivative df~ X} = H2(Rk), 
the Sobolev space). 
DEFINITION 3. For g: Rk -+ V, the set of complex numbers, define 
whenever this limit exists. (When k = 1, Dg(x) = xg’(x)). 
DEFINITION 4. g: Rk + V satisfies Property I provided Dg exists almost 
everywhere on Rk and there is a 0 < YE L1(Rk) and a 6, > 0 so that for 
0 <s <s,, 
I Wg(x + w - &)>I d w4 
for almost all x E Rk. (Therefore, Dg is also in L1(Rk)). 
THEOREM 3. Let q: [-co, + co] ---f # = L2(Rk) be strongZy continzlously 
dz@mntiable on R, with q(t, .) real valued for each t E [--co, +a~]. Suppose 
that 
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(i) for each t E [-co, +co], q(t, X) = O(l x 1-p) as 1 x I--+ cc for some 
P> 1; 
(ii) for each t E [-co, +co], q(t, .) satisfies Property I and Dq(t, .) < 0 
almost everywhere; 
(iii) q(fc0, .) EL1(Rn); 
(iv) for su$iciently large positive values of t, 
q(f4 .> - q(It9, .) ELcO(Rk) 
and the function 
id -+ II kkt, .> - 4kt~, .>llm for t 3 0 
is dominated by a function that is Riemann integrable on a neighborhood of &CO. 
With Ho(t) = -A and H,(t) = -A + q(t, .) for t E [-co, +a], the wave 
operators W+(s; H,( .), HI( -)) and W+(s; HI( .), H,,( .)) exist and are complete 
for every s E R. 
Remark 2. Since q is strongly continuously differentiable, the evolution 
operators exist. (i) and (ii) guarantee that the subspace of absolute continuity 
for H,(t) is independent of t E [-CO, + co] (it is, in fact, 2’ itself). The wave 
operators w+(H,( *a~), H,( -&a)) and w*(H,( &CD), Hr( &a~)) exist by (iii). 
(iv) is the convergence criteria of Theorem 1. 
Before proving Theorem 3, we state the following. 
PROPOSITION 5, Let q E L2(Rk) satisfy Property I. Let H = -A + q(.). 
If Hu = hu and u # 0, then 
or equivalently, 
((29 + Dq - 2X) . u, u> = 0, 
2(-Au, u> = (u . Dq, u). 
This is a special case of VVeidmann’s form of the Virial Theorem. For 
a proof, see [17]. 
Assuming Proposition 5, we have 
COROLLARY 1. Under the hypotheses of Proposition 5, ;f Dq < 0 almost 
everywhere, then H has no eigenvalues. 
Proof of Corollary 1. Suppose there is X E R with u E 2, u # 0, so that 
Hu = Xu. Then 
a contradiction. 
0 < 2(-Au, u) = (u . Dq, u> < 0, 
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Proof of Theorem 3. By a classical theorem of Kato, -d + p(t, *) is self- 
adjoint in S’ with domain S?(n) if q(t, .) E L2(Rk) is real valued (see [6, lo]). 
By a result of Agmon [l], (i) implies that the orthogonal complement of 
the subspace of absolute continuity for H,(t) is the closed subspace spanned 
by the eigenvectors of H,(t), for t E [-co, +-co]. 
By Corollary 1, however, we see that (ii) implies that H,(t) has no eigen- 
values (and, therefore, no eigenvectors) for t 8 [-co, +m]. 
Hence, the subspace of absolute continuity for r-fi(t) is 2 for 
tE[-CQ -t-Co]. 
By a theorem of Kuroda (see [12]), (iii) implies that w*(H,(foo), U;( &oo)) 
and w&&( + co), HO( f co)) exist. 
Since H,(t) T= -.4 independent of t E R, the evolution operators U&t, s) 
exist for t, s E R. (In fact, for S, t E A, 
Uo(t, s) = exp@(t - s) [-d]) = eF-wP-, 
where N is multiplication by exp(a(t - S) P)). 
We now define Sp: R -+ 23(X) by Q(t) = [I - i&(t)] [I- iH2(0)jNx. 
Since 9(H,(t)) is independent of t E R, if @p(e) is strongly continuously 
differentiable on R, then the evolution operators U1(t, s) exist for all t, s E R 
(see [S]). We now show that this is indeed the case. 
Letfe s%?’ and g = [I - iU,(O)]-If. Theng EL-(RK) (see [lo], p. 301) and 
so ot(t, ,) g( -) E 2, where 
as 6 -+ 0, Thus, @‘(t)f = -ia(t, *)g( *), which is strongly continuous in t. 
Thus, the evolution operators exist. 
So, (Al) and (A2) hold. For f~ C@(A) and t > 0 sufliciently large, 
II fh(Iltt)f-- Hd+~)fI/, B II d&t, *I - &SQ, *)lim *llfilz - 
We see, therefore, that the wave operators exist by Theorem 1. 
6. ADDITIONAL RESULTS 
We mention briefly that one can obtain theorems modeled after those of 
Lax-Phillips within the temporally inhomogeneous frame work (see [16]). 
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Under certain commutativity assumptions, (O)* and (I)+ of (A4; 1, 0, 5) 
can be replaced by (0): and (1): below. 
(0): II &l(x) v - f4kt~) ‘0 II G Y,(x) II u II for v E {u, POu> 
(1): IIwl(x) - fm~)l P# II G Y,(x) II 24 II. 
We now state precisely the conditions required. exp{isHj(t)} will again be 
denoted by Tj(s; t). Also, we write w*( 1, 0) for w*(H~( &ICO), H,,( *co)). 
(Cl) T,(s; t) und T,(x;y) commute for all t,y E [--a~, +co], s, x E R, 
and j, k E (0, I}. 
(C2; 1, 0, &) T,(s; t) w*( 1, 0) = w*( 1, 0) T,(s; t) for all ft > 0 suf- 
ficientZy large and s E R. 
PROPOSITION 6. Under the additional hypotheses (Cl) and (C2; 1, 0, &), 
(O)* and (l)* of (A4; 1, 0, &) can be replaced by (0): and (1): . 
For the proof of Proposition 6, we prepare two lemmas. 
LEMMA 3. Let X be an arbitrary complex Hilbert space with H and K 
selfadjoint operators in %. Suppose there is an A E B(X) so that 
exp{isH} A = A exp{isK} for all s E R. 
Then HA ‘I) AK. If, in addition, A is invertible, then 
exp{isK} A-l = A-l exp{isH) 
for every s E R and HA = AK. 
Proof of Lemma 3. Let u &9(K). Then 
&(exp{i E H) Au - Au) = AC-l(exp{i E K} u - u) + AKu 
as E -+ 0. Therefore, Au E 9(H) and HAu = AKu; i.e., HA r> AK. 
By hypothesis, exp{isH} = A exp{isK} for all s E R. If A is invertible we 
can multiply through by A-l on the left and right to get that 
exp{isK} A-l = A-l exp{isH} for all s E R. 
The argument of the preceeding paragraph then shows that KA-l r) A-lH. 
Multiplying through by A on the left and right yields AK1 HA; i.e., 
HA = AK. 
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LEMMA 4. (i) Assuming (Cl) we have that 
for aZZ x, y E [-co, co], s, t E R, j, k E (0, l}. 
(ii) Assuming (C2; 1, 0, *I), we have that 
for all ft > 0 su$iciently large. 
Proof of Lemma 4. Lemma 4 follows immediately from Lemma 3. 
Proof of Proposition 6. We assume that 1 x 1 is sufficiently large (see 
(A4; 1, 0, &)). Case (0)&t: For any v ~9, 
/IWO(~) - f&kt~)) exp+4kt~)) 0 U&, 0) v II 
= lIW&) - fb( km>> Uda, 0) v II 
= II f&(4 v - Kkt~) v II 3 
by Lemma 4(i). 
Case (l)* 
Again we used Lemma 4, parts (i) and (ii). 
the argument being that of Case (O)* . 
Remark 3. When w*(H,(&co), k&,(&co)) = I, Condition (C2; 1, 0, -&) 
of Proposition 6 may be ommited, as the proof clearly shows. In this case 
we replace (1): by (1); , defined below. 
(1): II f&(4 v - fat9) v II G it& II u II for v E {u, POu}. 
Next we construct examples in which existence and completeness follow 
from Theorem 2 and the preceeding results, but to which Theorem 1 fails 
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to apply. Our main results are for the case H,(t) is a second order differential 
operator with constant coefficients. 
EXAMPLE 1. Let F,, and Fl be real valued functions on (-co, + m) x Rn 
satisfying (i) through (iv) below. Here 7t is an arbitrary positive integer. 
(i) For almost all x E RR”, t +Fj(t, x), as a function from R into R, 
is locally Riemann integrable for j = 0, 1. 
(ii) For each t E (-co, + co] the function x + Fj(t, X) from R” into R 
is continuously differentiable and its gradient is nonzero almost everywhere, 
for-j = 0, 1. 
(iii) F,(+co, x) = F,,(+oo, X) for all x E R”. 
(iv) For any compact subset S of R”, there is a function ul,: R --+ [0, co) 
that is Riemann integrable in a neighborhood of +CD so that for t > 0 suf- 
ficiently large, 
Fj(t, .) - F,(+co, .) ELM and IlP’dt, .> - F,(+cQ, .)>I, llm G y.(t) 
but 
Fj(t, *) - F,(+ ao, -1 $L”(R”), forj = 0, 1. 
(For any function g: R” + C, the restriction of g to S is denoted by g],). 
We define the selfadjoint operators H,(t) in Z =L2(Rn) as follows. 
H,(t) is the multiplication operator in &’ determined by Fi(t, .); i.e., 
H,(t) U(X) = Fi(t, X) U(X) for u ~g(H~(t)), x E R” (see Section 5) andj = 0, 1. 
Note that in general, 9(Hj(t)) # g(H,(s)) if s # t, since Fj(t, .) will typically 
be unbounded. 
If H is multiplication by g( *), then exp{itH} is multiplication by exp{itg( .)}. 
By (i), the unitary evolution operators Uj(t, s) exist forj = 0, 1. (In fact, 
for -co < s < t < +03, Ui(t, s) is multiplication by exp{i jiFj(7, .) A}). 
By (ii), H,(t) is spectrally absolutely continuous for t E (-co, fco] and 
j = 0, 1 (see [lo, Example 1.9 on p. 5181). 
Since Hi(fco) is spectrally absolutely continuous, (iii) says that 
u+(H,(+co), &(+a)) and w+(H,(+~), H,(+ ~0)) exist and equal 4 
the identity on X. 
Therefore, (Al) and (A2) hold. 
It is easily seen that (A3) is satisfied with 9 = 2Tc(R”), the continuous 
complex-valued functions on R” having compact support. 
Since multiplication operators in g(X) commute, (Cl) holds. 
To show that (A4; 1, 0, +) and (A4; 0, 1, +) hold, it suffices to show that 
(0); and (1); hold ( see Remark 3). Since H,(t) is spectrally absolutely con- 
tinuous, v = u in (0); and (1); . Let u EZG@ = gc(Rn). Choose 0 < M < co 
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so that suppuCB==B(O;M)={x~R~:]x~ GM}. Then for t>O 
sufficiently large, 
where A is Lebesgue measure on Rn. By (iv), then (0); and (1): hold. 
Therefore, by Theorem 2, the wave operators lV+(t; H,(a), H,,(m)) and 
w-s; f&l(~), W.>) exist and are complete for every t E R. In fact, they are 
unitary on (all of) 2. 
However, Theorem 1 does not apply since N,(t) - H,(+ CO) is not in 
g’(X) unless Fj(t, .) - F,(+ ‘JO, .) ELM. 
EXAMPLE 2. We apply the results of Example 1 to second order partial 
differential operators with constant coefficients. 
Let n be a fixed but arbitrary positive integer. 
For j and k ~(1, 2,..., n> and m E (0, 11, let u’j,) and b, be real-valued 
functions on (- 00, + co] satisfying (v), (vi), and (vii) below. 
(v) uF) and b, , as functions from R into R, are locally Riemann 
integrable for all j, k and m. 
(vi) &I(+ cc) = us(+ co) and b,(+ co) = b,(+ 00) for all i, k. 
(vii) The functions 
t + 1 &‘(t) - &‘( + a)/ and t - I &3(t) - MS aI 
are Riemann integrable and strictly positive in a neighborhood of +co for 
all i, k, and m. 
We now define the selfadjoint operators K,(t) in s’P = L2(Rn) as follows. 
For (t, X) E (-co, + co] x R”, we define 
F&, x) = - f &‘(t) xjx, + b,(t) 
j,k=l 
for m = 0, 1, where x = (xi , x2 ,..., x,). We then let K,(t) be multiplication 
byF,(t, .) for t~(--cc, +cc] and m =O, 1. 
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It is easily seen that (i) through (iv) of Example 1 are satisfied, and so 
W+(t; K1( .), K,,(.)) and W+(t; K,(.), K1( .)) exist and are complete for all 
t E R by Theorem 2. 
Defining H,(t) = P-lKm(t) 9, when g is the Fourier transform, we 
have that W+(t; HI(.), Ho(.)) and W+(t; Ho(.), HI(.)) exist and are complete 
for every t E R. (In fact, both are unitary operators on A?). 
But 
fqt) = f &‘(t) a”/(&, axJJ + b,(t) 
J,!+l 
for all t E (-co, +co] and m E (0, 11. By (vii) Elm(t) - H,(+ 00) is clearly 
unbounded, and, therefore, Theorem 1 does not apply. 
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